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Secondly, we must recognise the role played nationally, most notably by the local SROs and IABs within industry 
working groups. Without their support the EU-wide reach, as well as the consistency in approach would not be possible. This 
cooperation ensures self-regulation remains robust and credible. The good work to launch the OBA remit in key markets  
France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Spain, Sweden and the UK to-date, sets the precedent for other markets in 2014. 

Thirdly,  we owe  a  distinct recognition  to  the work of the US DAA, in supporting what is fast becoming an increasingly 
global initiative, with markets in Canada, Australia, and closer to home in Turkey.

Last but not least, a note of thanks to the EDAA Board, staff, and service providers, who have enabled our success this year, 
and upon which we can grow as a credible and accountable organisation.

Dr. Oliver Gray, EDAA Director-General

The key to a successful programme is solid foundations. And this is what the first year of EDAA 
has been all about: placing the right building blocks that will enable it to be credible and grow. 

Firstly, there’s our new and developing partnerships: EDAA’s approval of Evidon and TRUSTe 
as OBA Icon Providers ensures that companies are able to manipulate and deploy the icon 
effectively across their online campaigns. Our approval of ABC (working with Evidon), BPA 
Worldwide, ePrivacyconsult and TRUSTe as Certification Providers is also a key compliance 
element of the Programme.

The EDAA is now one year old! As the body’s Chair, I hope this ‘anniversary’ report will show 
the important role that the organisation now plays in delivering greater transparency and 
user control in digital advertising. Many may not be aware of the organisation’s role and so 
this report sets this out, as well as what has been delivered in the last 12 months. It will also 
outline our plans over the coming year.

It is often the less visible and ‘behind the scenes’ efforts that create a solid
backbone to an organisation and it is this work that enables the EDAA to function effectively. 
I’d therefore like to thank the EDAA staff for their efforts to-date. I believe that a well 
structured, adeptly run organisation, capable of looking towards the future challenges
is vital to underpin a credible self-regulatory initiative. 

The EDAA is representative of the whole advertising ecosystem. It is this unprecedented collaboration that has created an 
environment for businesses to invest in ways to be more transparent. As we move forward, so the EDAA will collaborate 
more with businesses to help them with their needs and obligations, with the Certification Providers, as well as established 
Self-Regulatory Organisations (SROs) to help them understand the market and build a robust consumer-complaints and 
enforcement process. 

This EU self-regulatory initiative has been facilitated by a series of Round Table discussions with the European Com-
mission, helping to evolve established self-regulation for the digital age. We continue to engage in this dialogue as we 
aim to meet consumer expectations. Many things have been learned in Year One. This is an innovative and fast-moving 
sector where self-regulation has to keep up with the pace. The EDAA is here to help with that development.

Chairman’s message

   Introduction 
2013: A year in review

Nick Stringer, EDAA Chairman

A word from the Director General
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About the EDAA

The European Principles underpin transparency, choice and control

The European Interactive Digital Advertising Alliance (EDAA) is a non-profit organisation based in Brussels and is 
responsible for enacting key aspects of the self-regulatory initiative for Online Behavioural Advertising (OBA) across Europe. 
EDAA principally acts as the central licensing body for the OBA Icon and provides technical means for consumers to exercise
transparency and control over OBA through the www.youronlinechoices.eu online consumer choice platform. EDAA is
governed by EU-level organisations which make up the value chain of OBA within Europe and acts to ensure pan-European 
consistency in approach. 

More information can be found at: www.edaa.eu.

The Interactive Advertising Bureau ( IAB ) Europe is the voice of digital business. Its mission is to protect, prove, promote and 
professionalise Europe’s online  advertising, media, research and analytics industries. 

The IAB Europe OBA Framework is based upon 7 key principles for online behavioural advertising: notice, user choice, data 
security, sensitive segmentation, education, compliance and enforcement, and review. An objective of the IAB Europe OBA 
Framework is to secure the future of Online Behavioural Advertising as an effective business practice in the toolbox of 
marketers, by ensuring that internet users can understand and control the OBA choices they make online.

The European Advertising Standards Alliance (EASA) is the single authoritative voice on advertising self regulation issues. 

The EASA Best Practice Recommendation on Online Behavioural Advertising builds on the IAB Europe OBA Framework and 
provides an industry-wide standard for OBA, ensuring that the entire advertising ecosystem is covered. With the adoption 
of the Best Practice Recommendation, national advertising self-regulatory organisations commit to applying self-regulatory 
standards for OBA, integrating the principles of the recommendation into their Codes, and handling complaints thereon.     
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Following an Agreement with the US Digital Advertising Alliance in 2012, 
the EDAA has been licensing the OBA Icon  (pictured right) for use across 
Europe to provide notice and transparency to consumers. The OBA Icon 
creative (and accompanying “ad marker” language for each European market) is at 
the heart of the OBA initiative, and has become a globally recognisable symbol for 
the benefit of both business and consumers. 

Businesses looking to learn more should consult our FAQ’s at www.edaa.eu/faq.

The OBA Icon

In 2013, the EDAA approved both Evidon and TRUSTe as “Icon Providers”, offering credible solutions which ensure that all 
companies are able to integrate the OBA Icon according to the technical conditions and standards required for compliance. 
Though companies can implement the OBA Icon ‘in-house’, if choosing to outsource delivery of the OBA Icon, this should be 
done by an Approved Provider to ensure compliance. It is, of course, the responsibility of the company outsourcing this 
role to hold a valid licence from the EDAA.

Increasing visibility
In 2013, EDAA’s partnerships have helped to enable the delivery of over 120 billion icons on online ads across Eu-
rope, through the approved Icon Providers, and the “Ad Player” (an open source solution available in Germany). This 
figure is not inclusive of the vast number of icons delivered by companies which choose to integrate the OBA icon 
‘in-house’.

The sheer volume of icons currently being delivered is a good start from which EDAA expects to build on as the Programme 
continues to grow in recognition and industry uptake across 2014. 

EDAA Operations

Icon delivery



To close the circle for consumers, companies involved in the collection and use of data for OBA purposes must integrate 
onto the “Consumer Choice Platform” at www.youronlinechoices.eu (YOC), providing consumers with the option to ‘turn off’ (or 
turn back on) this data collection and use by some or all participating companies. This consumer choice and control is a 
core component of the Self-Regulatory Programme.

To-date, there are 87 companies active on the YOC Platform, providing 
choice and control. 

Considerable improvements have been made to the site in 2013,
including (i) a creative revamp, making the site more visually appealing to 
encourage consumer interaction, (ii) an improved interface for the 
consumer choice mechanism (company ‘status’ now connects and updates
on a real-time basis); (iii) improved consumer information; (iv) new country
specific version  for Croatia; (v) new languages - Croatian and Romansh
(Switzerland), now delivering for 30 countries in 26 different languages.

In addition, browser plug-ins ensuring persistent user choice can now 
be made on both Firefox and Chrome browsers (others in development).

Traffic is currently peaking at 1.9 million users per month, approximately double the level in 2012.
In November 2013 EDAA also optimised a beta mobile browser version of the YOC website, 
ensuring a consistent consumer experience across devices. 

edaa.eu
The EDAA website was launched on 12 October 2012, primarily as a business-facing site, providing clear guidance enabling
companies to understand the structure of the Programme and fulfil their commitments. The site is continuously updated, 
ensuring that relevant information is readily available to businesses. Companies can apply via the site for their licences to the 
OBA Icon and YOC, as well as self-certify their compliance as a key step in the full certification process.

 Informing consumers and businesses

youronlinechoices.eu
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Self-certification – company declaration of compliance
Under the EU self-regulatory initiative, all participating companies must self-certify their compliance  using an online form 
available on EDAA’s website, within 6 months of licensing. The form is based upon a set of “Self-Certification Criteria” avail-
able on the site (www.edaa.eu/european-principles), and covers both “website operators” and “third parties”. 

The “self-certification form” can be found at: www.edaa.eu/certification-process/self-certify. 

Independent assessment of compliance
In order to demonstrate full compliance and be granted the corresponding Trust Seal, signatory 
companies acting as Third Parties must, within one month of their self-certification, undergo an independent 
certification assessment with an EDAA-approved “Certification Provider”. The assessment is undertaken by credible,
independent auditing bodies, and verifies that the company complies with all of the rules laid out in the 
European Principles on OBA. Following the annual assessment of compliance, these Providers carry out 
continuous monitoring of companies’ compliance and are able to grant (and withdraw) an industry Trust Seal of approval. 
A minimum of 30 days successful continuous monitoring must be undertaken prior to any award of the Trust Seal. The first of 
the Trust Seals were awarded in November 2013.

        - Role and recognition of the EDAA “Trust Seal”

Should a company fail to maintain compliance, the Trust Seal can be withdrawn. 

         - Approved “Certification Providers”
ABC, BPA Worldwide, ePrivacyconsult and TRUSTe have been approved as independent “Certification Providers”:

Certification process

The self-certification acts as a company’s own declaration of compliance regarding its OBA practices, ensuring that these are 
designed to be fully in line with the obligations of the EU Principles.

Certification Providers will grant successful companies a periodically renewable 
Trust Seal (pictured right), which will act as a representation to the market that 
the company is fully compliant with the OBA Programme. This seal is envisaged 
to have a significant market value to compliant businesses, conveying a sense 
of trust and good standing from consumers and the wider business community 
towards the company that receives it. 



Company progress

Self-certified companies
All participating companies must ‘self-certify’ their compliance with 6 months. This is a declaration of compliance, backed 
up with evidence, sent directly to the EDAA. The following companies have  taken action proactively and completed their 
self-certification prior to 31st December 2013:

Independently-certified companies
Companies have up to 8 months to work towards the award of a Trust Seal.
The companies listed below have taken action proactively and have been awarded 
the Seal prior to 31st December 2013:
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Signatories

The following companies are signatories to the IAB Europe OBA Framework as of 10 January  2014.

Evolution of signatories

24/7 Real Media | 2K Direct (iPromote) | 2Y Media (AdServerPub) | 4wMarketPlace | 888 Media | ActiveSoft | Adatus | Ad Audi-
ence | AdBrain | AdCloud  | Adconion | AddThis | AdDynamics | Adform | AdGenie | AdJug (Ignition One) | AdLantic | Admeta 
| Adobe | AdQ | AdRime | AdRoll | Adsimilis | AdvancedSTORE | Aegis Media | Affectv | Affilinet Nederland | AlgorithMedia | 
Aller Media | Allociné | Alma Media | Amazon | AOL | Arejo (AdTiger) | Audience2Media | AudienceScience | Avaus Consulting 
| Banner Connect | BBC Worldwide | BlueKai |  Bursa De Reclama | Burst Media | Captify Media | Collective | Cool Concepts | 
Core Audience | CPX Interactive | Crimtan  | Criteo | Datvantage | Delta Projects | Deutsche Telekom  | Digilant | Digital Ads 
| Digitize | Di-Network | Distilled Media | dmg::media | Done Deal | Emediate | Emerse | Etela-Suomen Sanomat | eXelate 
| Exponential Interactive  | Eyeota  | Ezakus  | Facilitate Digital  | FetchBack | Financial Times | Flashtalking | Fonecta | FOX 
International Channels (UK) | G+J Electronic Media Sales | G+J Uitgevers  | GDM Digital | Glam Media | Goldbach Manage-
ment  | Google  | Group M  | Guardian News & Media | Hi-Media | Horyzon Media | HotNews | HTMLit-TAGAdvertising | H-Town | 
httpool Group | IDG | Imagini Europe (Visual DNA) | iMedia | Improve Digital | Independent Digital | Infectious Media | Inform 
Media | IP Deutschland | KliKKicom | Kontaktia | Kontera | Krux | Kupona | Lagardère Publicité | LBC France | Leiki | Ligatus 
| Lotame | Mail Online | Makazi | Mark&Mini | Mashero | Media iQ | Media6Degrees | MediaMath | MediaMind | Mediascale | 
Media Science | Media Syndicator | Merchenta | Metrigo | Microsoft | mobile.international | MTV | myThings | Neodata Group 
| NetBooster | Newtention | Next Perfomance | nugg.ad | Omnicom Media Group | OMS Vermarktungs | Onet | Orange | Otava 
Media | Performance Media | Persgroep Nederland | Pervorm | pilot Hamburg | Platform 161 | Plista | Prisa | Procter & Gam-
ble | Profero | Public Idées | PulsePoint | Quantcast | Quisma | Radical | Radium One | RCS | Realtime Targeting | Responsys | 
Rocket Fuel | Rubicon Project | Salomaa Group | Sanoma Entertainment | Sanoma Magazines Finland | Sanoma Media | Sa-
noma News | Saon Group | Schibsted | Scribol | Seat PG | Semilo | Serviceplan Gruppe | SevenOne Media | Sic | Simple Agency 
| Smart Adserver | Sociomantic labs | Sojern | Specific Media | Spree 7 | Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide | Ster | Struq | 
Talentum Media | Telegraph Media Group | TF1 Publicité | The Economist | The Exchange Lab | The Irish Times | The Trade Desk 
| Think Digital Group | Trackset |  TradeAds Interactive | Tradelab | Trader Media Group | Tribal Fusion | Turn | TV3 | Unanimis | 
United Internet Media | ValueClick | Verkossa Media | Vibrant Media | Videology | virtual minds | VivaKi | Voodoo Video | We-
bAds | Weboost Media | Weborama | Webperformance | Xaxis | Xplosion Interactive | Yahoo  | YD Display Advertising | Zanox |    

Apr-1
1

Sep-11

Feb-12

Aug-12

Feb-13

Sep-13
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EDAA funding and budget

Fees for participation in the EU Self-Regulatory Programme remain unchanged from the rates initially established. 

There are two distinct tiers: (i) regular companies; (ii) SMEs. The SME tier has been established in order to remove 
financial barriers to entry, since the Programme is designed to be inclusive. It applies for all companies with less than 
3 million Euros of annual revenue from all online display and video advertising. 

The fees (detailed below) cover participation across EU & EEA markets. EDAA is established as a non-profit organisation 
and fees are put towards ensuring an effective administration, support of national Self-Regulatory Organisations in their
extension of remit to OBA, a consumer awareness campaign across all EU & EEA markets as well as activities to complement 
these core aspects of the roll-out.

OBA Icon and Consumer Choice Platform fees

Fee structure

2012 close of accounts
EDAA’s official results from 2012, as declared under the Belgian fiscal system to the Trade Court, showed a positive end-of-
year balance at: 5.897 Euros.

Standard / Large Company rate: 
5.000 EUR per calendar year 

SME rate :  
3.000 EUR per calendar year 

Website Operators rate:  
3.000 EUR per calendar year 



Malte Lohan, EDAA Vice-Chair (until Dec 13)  

                         
Nick Stringer, EDAA Chairman                          

Dr. Ionel Naftanaila David Barron              Dr. Oliver Gray

Ross Biggam                    Julia Maier-Hauff                    Angela Mills Wade                 Max von Abendroth             Francine Cunningham        Mathilde Fiquet     Conor Murray     

Dominic Lyle, EDAA Treasurer

EDAA Project and Technical Manager            EDAA Director General           EDAA Project Officer

IAB Europe

ACT AER EPC EMMA ENPA FEDMA EGTA

WFA EACA
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EDAA governing bodies, board and secretariat

Governing bodies

Board composition

Secretariat



Consumer Awareness Campaign

Background

Core campaign objectives and strategy 

Creative copy examples  (UK copy, fully localised for European markets)

OBA “Reveal” execution (300 x 250)                                                       

OBA “Behind” execution (728 x 90)                                                       

The EDAA appointed relevant partners to help devise and execute the optimal campaign approach:

•	 IAB Europe and national IABs ensured that many of their members (e.g. online publishers and media owners) agreed to 
donate online ad inventory for the campaign. 

•	 The EACA (European Association of Communications Agencies) facilitated the support of specific members (e.g. Medi-
acom’s Beyond Advertising division in conjunction with Velvet Rock Communications) to lead the overall international 
campaign management, develop the campaign strategy, design the creative executions and provide the associated 
audience data and analytics. 

Various online creative executions (i.e. including different copy, sizes and formats) were produced to run across all sites 
donating inventory – primarily a combination of international portals, display networks and local media publishers. All the 
partners worked together to maximise the audience reach and optimise the frequency with which any individual would see 
the banner ads. 

Education is a core principle behind the EU self-regulatory initiative, and with this in mind, the EDAA launched a 
pan-European consumer awareness campaign in 2013 to help empower EU citizens to make their own choices about 
online advertising. 

The “unzipped” campaign provides information about the OBA Icon and the YourOnlineChoices website to the general 
public. The campaign aims to increase ubiquity and understanding of the Programme, whilst enhancing consumer trans-
parency and control. Consumers are empowered through greater awareness of their online ad choices and also learn how 
online advertising helps to fund sites and services they use.
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Cross-industry support

                          Germany                                          Ireland                                           United Kingdom                                          

There has been unprecedented support  from all sections of the online advertising industry  - both at a national and EU level. 
The key supporting partners were highlighted within the bespoke landing pages (see below) developed for the campaign 
by the EDAA. Consumers who clicked on the online advertising banners were directed to these landing pages. From the 
landing pages, people could also choose to go through to the national YOC websites to find out more information.
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Roll-out and results across 2013

Goals for the campaign moving forward
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In 2013, the campaign ran in 3 key markets: Germany, Ireland and the UK.  Campaign delivery has been strong as 
highlighted below: 
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Roll out the campaign to all EU & EEA  markets

         Run second wave of activity in selected markets

Develop additional  creatives for second wave activity in key markets



  The Self-Regulatory Network

Implemented:
DE, ES, FR, HU, IE, 

SWE, UK

Anticipated: 
Q1 2014

AT, BE, FI, PT 

Anticipated:
From Q2 2014 

onwards
All other 
markets*

* EDAA will be assisting EASA (European Advertising Standards Alliance) and other SROs with national level imple-
mentation across 2014. The Consumer Awareness Campaign will run in each market following SRO implementation.

Self-Regulatory Organisations extend new remit to OBA

SROs are independent bodies set up by the advertising industry and 
it is their responsibility to make sure that advertising is legal, decent, 
truthful and honest, prepared with a due sense of responsibility and 
with respect for the principles of fair competition. Following the 
publication of the EASA (European Advertising Standards Alli-
ance)  Best Practice Recommendation on OBA, European SROs have 
committed to extend their remits to OBA.

SRO implementation status

Consumer complaints regarding OBA are now handled through the well established mechanisms of national SROs which 
includes investigation and application of sanctions (where appropriate) specifically tailored to OBA. Complaints are handled 
according to the country of origin principle, i.e where a company’s competent decision making for OBA is based.

As SROs extend their remit to OBA (see below for implementation progress) consumers are provided with a clear, 
user-friendly and accessible mechanism for providing feedback and filing complaints on allegedly non-compliant 
businesses. A  user-friendly complaints form for this purpose can be reached either through the centralised website, 
www.youronlinechoices.eu, or directly through the websites of national SROs.

SROs will be responsible for investigating actionable complaints and will apply sanctions to non-compliant businesses 
which are specifically  tailored to OBA. Compliance betwen SRO & certification providers is taking place.
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2014 Outlook

Regional DAAs

Ensure the continued success and relevance of the European Self-Regulatory Programme in a globally expanding
self-regulatory context  (US DAA, EDAA, ADAA, DAAC), whilst responding to EU-specific needs and the distinct 
European regulatory and self-regulatory landscape.

Maintain and build on the existing collaboration and cooperation with the US DAA and evolving regional entities with 
consistent objectives.

Ensure a seamless extension of the EDAA Programme to the Turkish market, enabling coverage for a fast growing digital 
market (valued at 24.3 bn in 2012)*  *IAB Europe’s AdEx Benchmark - 2012 edition.

Adapting the technology-neutral principles to the mobile environment, through assessment of existing US guidance, 
development of mobile-specific technical specifications and engagement in policy discussions via a dedicated Steering 
Group involving a diverse range of industry and SRO representatives.

Consumer awareness campaign

SRO implementation

Educating the market

Organise and participate in a series of quarterly webinars planned for 2014, involving partners to the Programme 
(approved Icon Providers, approved Certification Providers) as well as national Self-Regulatory Organisations (SROs).

Continue working closely with EU and national-level trade associations and their members, SROs,  and EDAA’s partners in 
order to improve awareness of the Principles and the Self-Regulatory approach.

Engaging with participating companies and supporting their efforts to ensure compliance with the Programme, on the path 
through self-certification and independent verification of OBA data collection and use practices.

Adapting to the mobile environment

Continue rolling out the campaign across EU & EEA markets. Implement second wave of activity and further creative 
executions as appropriate in selected markets.

Continue to assist with SRO implementation in remaining markets, ensuring the effective link-up of the national 
Self-Regulatory Organisation with relevant trade bodies such as the local IAB to better understand 
the market and new OBA remits. 

Work towards supporting consistent application of SRO rules and processes across implemented markets.
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